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Abstract—This article presents an autonomous recovery system
for fixed wing UAVs which is using a line suspended between two
multirotor UAVs to catch a line with a hook hanging from a fixed-
wing UAV. This method of recovery is particularly suitable for
recovery in space constrained areas such as on small ships. A
control system is presented for the proposed recovery concept
and the concept is validated through experiments. The results
include 17 test runs to characterize control accuracy, followed by
3 successful recoveries. With the selected equipment and tuning
values, the multirotors were able to track the fixed-wing UAV
with a mean error of 0.8 m at the moment the catch would
have happened in the 17 test runs. The margins for missing for
the three recoveries were 1.0-2.1 m showing that this recovery
method is robust.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and main idea

Fixed-wing UAVs are used for a wide range of missions
such as surveying and monitoring. Compared to multirotor
UAVs they have a longer range and endurance. One main
advantage of multirotor UAVs over the fixed-wing type is the
ability to take off and land vertically. This capability offers
a great deal of operational flexibility. Using a catapult with
springs, rubber bands or pneumatics for launching the fixed-
wing UAV can provide some of the same operational flexibility
for the fixed-wing UAV platform. However, the problem of
recovery of fixed-wing UAVs, and in particular autonomous
recovery, still stands and has been covered extensively by the
research literature as summed up in [1].

In this paper we propose a concept for autonomous recovery
of a fixed wing UAV by using a line suspended between two
multirotors and a line with a hook hanging from the fixed-wing
UAV. The line on the fixed-wing UAV is connected to a single
hard point close to the center of gravity of the plane which
can absorb the impact without damage to the equipment.

B. Literature review

If a fixed-wing airframe capable of vertical takeoff and
landing (VTOL) is used, it can be landed automatically by
using techniques similar to landing multirotor UAVs. With
tilted rotors or a set of dedicated rotors for the vertical motion
mode, the control system must handle both modes as well as
the transition, [2]. Hybrid VTOL fixed-wing UAVs are usually
specifically designed to have this capability, something which
requires compromises to be made on e.g. range or payload
capacity, [3], [4]. Hence, it is not always possible to add VTOL

capabilities to a regular fixed-wing platform, and the VTOL
capability comes with some penalties such as increased weight,
drag and complexity of the system.

In order to land fixed-wing UAVs automatically, vision
based systems have been developed such as in [5] and [6]
where automatic landing of fixed-wing UAVs on a conven-
tional runway is achieved. Vision based systems have also
been used for landing fixed-wing UAVs using various arrest
mechanisms other than a runway such as in [7] where a fixed-
wing UAV is landed in a net, in [8] where an airbag is used,
and in [9] where a fixed-wing UAV is landed on a car-top.
Other systems are using high precision GNSS systems for
landing fixed-wing UAVs such as in [10] where a fixed-wing
UAV is recovered in a net using a real time kinematic (RTK)
global navigation satellite system (GNSS). Another way of
landing UAVs is with a high angle of attack in a so called
deep stall. In [11] a simulation study is presented for a system
capable of precision landing a fixed-wing UAV in a deep stall.

One unconventional landing system that is not much studied
in the scientific literature is the concept used for recovery by
the company Zipline [12]. This concept uses a rod with a
hook under a fixed-wing UAV in order to catch a horizontal
line suspended between two poles and a big mattress to soften
the landing. Another system is the SkyHook by Insitu which
uses a crane to suspend a vertical line and a hook at the wing
tip of the UAV to catch the line [13]. DARPA is prototyping a
concept where a hook on top of the UAV catches a horizontal
line suspended on a rail [14], and towed cable systems have
been studied for rendezvous of small UAVs [15]. The concept
of using two multirotors to cooperatively carry a net used to
recover a fixed-wing UAV in the air was first described in [16]
and was later verified by experiments in [17]. However, this
concept has some drawbacks as the net adds extra weight and
increases the sensitivity to wind. To limit these disadvantages a
smaller net can be used, but that will lead to a higher precision
requirement for the coordination between the multirotors and
fixed-wing UAV. During the impact between the fixed-wing
UAV and the net there is a risk of damage to fragile equipment
mounted on the fixed wing UAV such as the pitot-tube,
propeller, antennas, cameras and other sensors.

C. Contributions

The drawbacks of the concept in [17] are addressed in this
article where an improved concept is presented and verified by
experiments. The main contribution is the design of a system
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that demonstrates through flight experiments the feasibility of
a concept for autonomous recovery of a fixed wing UAV by
using a line suspended between two multirotors and another
line with a hook hanging from the fixed-wing UAV. The main
contribution of this article is the control system design.

D. Organization

The article is organized as follows. In Section II the concept
and its advantages are described, and important definitions are
given. Section III is describing the controllers, control structure
and algorithms. In Section IV the experimental platform and
operational aspects are described, and in Section V the results
from the experiments are presented and analysed. The article
is concluded by Section VI and Section VII with a discussion
of future improvements and concluding remarks.

II. LINE-CATCH CONCEPT

The concept of fixed-wing UAV recovery described in this
paper uses a line suspended between two multirotor UAVs.
This line will be referred to as the multirotor line. In order
to get the fixed-wing UAV attached to the multirotor line,
another line is released from a pod attached to the fixed-wing
UAV before the catch. This line will be referred to as the
catch line. The catch line has a weight and a hook at the end
with the purpose of weighing the line down and catching the
multirotor line respectively. A sketch of this system is shown
in Figure 1(a). The multirotor line is slack and hanging below
the multirotors to avoid the risk of getting this line tangled
up in the rotors of the multiorotors. In order for the catch to
happen, the fixed-wing UAV passes under and in-between the
multirotors such that the catch line intercepts the multirotor
line. It is beneficial to let the fixed-wing UAV pass below
the multirotors to avoid the catch line hanging from the plane
getting tangled in the rotors of the multirotors. When the fixed-
wing UAV passes the multirotors, the hook at the end of the
catch line will intercept the multirotor line, and the fixed-wing
is thereby caught. After the catch, the fixed-wing hangs below
the multirotors as seen in Figure 1(b) and can be lowered to
a specific location for a successful recovery.

The line-catch concept is designed for recovery of fixed
wing UAVs where there is a constraint on space which makes
it impossible to land a fixed-wing UAV in the conventional
way, for example on a small ship. By recovering the fixed
wing with a line-catch, the recovery can be moved away from
the ship which will give a number of advantages:
• Little interference with other operations as the system

only needs a small space to be cleared for takeoff and
landing of the multirotors.

• Not much affected by waves, wind and turbulence as
there is only low wind drag in the thin lines used for
recovery, and the course of the fixed-wing UAV can be
aligned to be against the mean wind direction.

• Low risk to personnel as the fixed wing UAV does not
need to fly close to the ship.

• Small impact force on the fixed-wing UAV as the relative
velocity between the multirotors and the fixed-wing UAV
can be controlled to be lower than the ground speed of the

(a) Before catch (b) After catch

Fig. 1: Illustration of the line-catch concept just before and
after the catch.

fixed-wing UAV. This impact force can be tuned by the
multirotor position controller gains, that can be designed
using a spring/damper analogy.

• Few structural requirements to the airframe of the
fixed-wing UAV as it only needs to have a small pod
containing the catch line mounted on the belly.

A. Line-catch maneuver

The line-catch maneuver starts when the recovery is initiated
and ends when the fixed-wing UAV has been caught. During
the maneuver, the fixed-wing UAV will fly a straight path at
constant altitude. The coordination required to position the
vehicles such that the fixed-wing UAV is caught is done
autonomously by the multirotors as they are the more agile
platform. The line-catch maneuver is therefore carried out
by the multirotors, while the fixed-wing UAV follows a pre-
planned straight path called the virtual runway.

B. Virtual runway, reference frames and notation

The area where the line-catch maneuver takes place will be
referred to as the virtual runway, as illustrated in Figure 2.
The virtual runway is defined by a center line of length lrwy.
The line-catch maneuver is set up such that the center line of
the virtual runway coincides with the planneded path of the
fixed-wing UAV.

The following reference frames are defined first:
• Local north-east-down (NED) frame, {n}, assumed iner-

tial.
• Path frame, {p}, which has its origin at the start of the

virtual runway, as further illustrated in Figure 3. Its x
axis is pointing along the virtual runway, its z axis points
down, and the y axis completes the right hand system.

• Formation centroid frame, {c}. Origin at an offset, zoff ,
below the middle of the multirotor formation. The z-
axis is aligned with the z-axis of {n} and the yz-plane
is defined as having both multirotors in it. It can be
described as the body-frame for the multirotor formation.

Vector positions will be described with pbk, velocities with
vbk, and accelerations with ab

k. Trailing superscripts b is the
reference frame, trailing subscripts k are identifiers:
• fw: Fixed-wing UAV
• c: Centroid of multirotor formation
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the virtual runway. Its defining line starts
at the origin of the path frame, and it has a defined length
`rwy. The origin of the multirotor formation centroid frame is
symbolized with a circle. The cross-track plane is defined by
the yz-axes of this frame, and the virtual runway is limited
laterally by its width Wrwy and vertically by its height hrwy.

• d: Desired path (reference)
• l: Left multirotor as seen from the fixed-wing UAV before

recovery
• r: Right multirotor as seen from the fixed-wing UAV

before recovery
Subscripts 1,2,3 refers to elements of the vector. Multiplication
of a vector with the matrix Rb

a rotates the vector from
the reference frame a to the reference frame b. Additional
notation is introduced subsequently, and the key parameters
are summarized in Table II for easy reference.

The centroid of the formation is positioned relative to the
virtual runway with an along track distance with coordiante
ppc,1, and a cross track plane with coordinates (ppc,2, p

p
c,3) .

C. Maneuver stages

The line-catch maneuver is made up of different stages
where the behaviour of the multirotors is different. In the
first stage the multirotors are at the start of the virtual
runway waiting for the fixed-wing UAV to approach. When
the fixed wing UAV approaches, the second stage starts, and
the multirotors will start the coordination with the fixed-wing
UAV. The third stage is after the catch is detected where the
multirotors will brake to a standstill and the maneuver ends.
These three main stages are further subdivided into states,
which will be explained in section III-A.

III. CONTROL DESIGN

Control of the fixed-wing UAV is carried out by a standard
autopilot. The control structure for the multirotors is shown
in Figure 4 and is based on the control structure in [17]. All
the variables in Figure 4 are updated autonomously onboard
the UAVs in-flight. The prescribed parameters that define the
overall behavior of the system will be introduced in this

Fig. 3: Along track coordination. The centroid of the multirotor
formation is symbolized with a circle. The desired point of
recovery is a cross. The multirotors are in STANBY and
APPROACH states at the start of the virtual runway, ppc,1 = 0.
When the fixed-wing UAV reaches the distance r0 from the
start of the virtual runway the START state is entered, and the
multirotor formation will start the along track coordination and
thus move along the virtual runway with the desired speed.

Fig. 4: Block diagram of the structure of the controller

section, and are later summarized in a table. Low level control
of each multirotor is carried out by an autopilot which takes a
commanded force in NED coordinates that should be applied
as input. The autopilot will control the attitude and the total
thrust of the propellers such that this force is achieved.

The formation control of the multirotors is carried out by a
controller which is given a desired formation centroid velocity
ẋp and a desired formation centroid position xp. Each of the
multirotors will synchronize their relative position in order
to maintain the desired formation and motion. Position and
velocity measurements are shared between the vehicles.

This section will cover the control design for the co-
ordination of the multirotor formation and the fixed-wing
UAV in order to catch the fixed-wing UAV. This consists
of a supervisory controller, reference generation, a reference
filter and a position controller. The state of the supervisory
controller decides which references are used.
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Fig. 5: State machine for the supervisory controller

A. Supervisory control

The supervisory control is similarto [16] and is responsible
for changing between the different states in the three stages
of the line-catch. The states are listed in Table I along with
the corresponding behaviour of the multirotors. Figure 5 is
showing the state machine which implements the state change
logic. The first stage of the line-catch consists of the INIT and
STANDBY states where the multirotors hold the position at the
start of the virtual runway. The second stage involves the states
APPROACH and START where the multirotors are tracking
the fixed-wing UAV in order to catch it. In the APPROACH
state, the multirotors track the fixed wing UAV position and
velocity in the cross track plane while staying at the start of
the virtual runway. In the START state, the multirotors track
the fixed-wing UAV in the cross track plane, and follows a
reference velocity in the along-track direction. This will be
described more in detail in Section III-C. The final stages of a
successful maneuver are CATCH and STOP where the fixed-
wing UAV turns off its propulsion, and the multirotors brake
and end the maneuver. If no catch is detected, the fixed-wing
UAV will turn on propulsion again, and the multirotors will
go to the END stage when they are at the end of the virtual
runway and then to STOP. The ABORT state is entered if an
automatic abort is triggered, this is covered in Section IV-C.
This state is not shown in Figure 5 as it can be entered from
any of the other states.

B. State change logic

The conditions for changing between the states are shown in
Figure 5. They are simplified version of the actual conditions
which will be described below.

1) STANDBY: The condition for leaving STANDBY and
starting the line-catch maneuver is based on a time of arrival
type calculation of when the multirotors need to start the

along-track coordination in order to catch the fixed-wing UAV
at rc = 0.75lrwy, which is the planned catch point along the
virtual runway center line (in the {p} coordinate frame). The
calculation is based on an along track velocity profile of the
multirotors of constant acceleration until a desired speed is
reached, and then constant speed after that. The fixed-wing
UAV’s position along the cirtual runway where the multirotors
need to start the along-track coordination is:

r0 = vfw

(
vref
aref

+
1

vref

(
rc −

v2ref
2aref

))
− rc (1)

where vref and aref is the desired speed and acceleration of
the multirotors respectively and vfw is the ground speed of the
fixed wing UAV. The first term in the parenthesis is the time it
takes for the multirotors to reach vref from a standstill and the
second term is the time it takes them to travel the remaining
distance to rc. The first term of the equation is therefore the
distance travelled by the fixed-wing UAV while the multirotors
move to rc. The multirotor speed and acceleration need to be
such that r0 > 0. The condition for this is found as:

lim
aref→∞

r0 = rc

(
vfw
vref

− 1

)
(2)

which gives us vfw > vref to have r0 > 0. This means that the
fixed-wing UAV needs to have a higher ground speed than the
reference speed of the multirotors. In order to ensure that the
line/hook-arrangement works and to avoid too high tension,
one wants to ensure that a suitable nominal relative speed
v∗rel > 0 is achieved by choosing vref = vfw − v∗rel. There
are constraints on the maximum speed and acceleration of the
multirotors that must also be considered, and the wind speed
and direction must be accounted for since both vref and vfw
are referenced with respect to the ground.

The conditions for changing out of the STANDBY state and
thereby starting the line-catch maneuver are:

|ppfw,1| < 1.5r0 (3)

|ppfw,2| <
wrwy

2
(4)

|ppfw,3| <
hrwy

2
(5)

|vpfw,2| < vside (6)

where wrwy is the width of the virtual runway, hrwy is the
height of the virtual runway and vside is the maximum allowed
velocity of the fixed-wing UAV in the lateral direction of
the cross track plane. When these conditions are met, the
state will change to APPROACH. The first condition is on
the distance between the fixed-wing UAV and the start of
the virtual runway. The second and third condition is that
the position of the fixed-wing UAV in the cross track plane
needs to be inside the virtual runway bounding box. The last
condition is that the velocity of the fixed-wing UAV in the
lateral (y) direction of the cross track plane should be less
than some constant. In general, if these parameters are too
large there is a risk that the fixed-wing UAV might be too far
away from the virtual runway, and that the recovery will be
unsuccessful and must be aborted. If they are too small, there
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TABLE I: Line-catch states and behaviours

State Behaviour
INIT Checks if data is received from all vehicles
STANDBY Multirotors holds position at start of virtual runway
APPROACH Multirotors are tracking the fixed-wing in the cross-track plane of the virtual runway
START Same as APPROACH but multirotors now also do along-track coordination
CATCH Multirotors brake slowly until the formation velocity is zero
END Signals that multirotors reached end of runway and failed the catch
STOP Signals end of the maneuver
ABORT Ends the manuever and starts the ABORT maneuver

is a risk that the fixed-wing UAV might have to go around
for another attempt. They should therefore be tuned based on
the dynamics of the fixed-wing UAV and the margins of the
recovery system.

2) APPROACH: The condition for changing is that the
fixed-wing UAV is at the distance where the multirotors need
to start following the along track reference:

ppfw,1 < r0. (7)

When this condition is met, the state will change to START.
3) START: The catch itself is detected based on the fixed-

wing distance to the planned catch point. Using the distance to
detect the catch instead of e.g. force sensors on the multirotor
line gives the advantage that the navigation and control system
can be tested and tuned without any lines before a catch is
attempted. The condition for changing to the CATCH state is:

||ppfw − p
p
c || ≤ rcatch (8)

where rcatch is catch detection distance. If the multirotors
reach the end of the runway without detecting a catch, they
will go into the END state instead. The condition for this is:

ppc,1 > lrwy. (9)

4) CATCH: The condition for changing out of this stage is
that the multirotors have come to a standstill:

||vpc || ≤ vstop (10)

where vstop is the velocity where the multirotors can be
regarded as being at a standstill. When this condition is met the
state will change to STOP. With this condition, the state change
logic is not able to detect a missed catch. In order to detect
this, the weight measurements from the load cells should be
taken into account as well with the following condition:

Wsum ≥ mthr (11)

where Wsum is the sum of the weight measurements from the
two drones and mthr is the weight threshold for when a catch
is detected. An alternative is to monitor the fixed-wing UAV’s
speed or position relative to the multirotors.

C. Reference generation of formation centroid
In the STANDBY state the multirotors are holding a position

at the start of the runway. The reference of the formation
centroid is therefore zero both for the velocity and the position:

ppd = 0 (12)
vpd = 0. (13)

In the APPROACH state the multirotors are tracking the fixed-
wing UAV in the cross track plane, while still being at zero
position in the along-track direction with respect to the path
reference frame. The references are therefore:

ppd =
[
0,ppfw,2,p

p
fw,3

]>
(14)

vpd =
[
0,vpfw,2,v

p
fw,3

]>
. (15)

In the START state the multirotors start following the along
track velocity profile while still tracking the fixed-wing UAV in
the cross track plane. The reference for the formation centroid
is:

ppd =
[
xp
1,p

p
fw,2,p

p
fw,3

]>
(16)

vpd =
[
vpd,x,v

p
fw,2,v

p
fw,3

]>
(17)

with xp
1 being the along-track coordiante of the filtered along-

track position in (19)-(21) and with the along track velocity
profile given by:

vpd,x = min((t− t0)aref , vref ) (18)

where t0 is the time when the START state is entered.

D. Reference filter

The references are filtered in order to generate smooth
signals for the formation centroid controller. The filter is a
third-order filter based on [17]:

τ1 = sat(k1(p
p
d − x

p), vmax) (19)
τ2 = sat(k2(τ1 + v

p
d − ẋ

p), amax) (20)
...
xp = k3(τ2 − ẍp) (21)

with the gains

k3 = (2ζ + 1)ω0 (22)

k2 =
(2ζ + 1)ω2

0

k3
(23)

k1 =
ω3
0

k3k2
(24)

where ω0 and ζ are tuning parameters of the filter. The input
to the reference filter is the desired velocity, vpd , which comes
from the reference generator. The output of the filter is the
filtered position x, velocity ẋp and acceleration ẍp with
respect to the path frame. The parameters vmax and amax

are the maximum desired speed and acceleration of formation
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centroid. They should be chosen based on the dynamics of
the multirotor UAVs and accounting for the along track wind
speed since the centroid reference is with respect to the
ground.

E. Formation centroid position control

The position controller is a PI-controller with velocity feed-
forward:

vpd,c = ẋ
p +Kp(x

p − ppc) +Ki

∫ t

0

(xp − ppc)dt (25)

whereKp andKi are diagonal gain matrices. The acceleration
output from the filter is also used as a feed-forward to the
formation controller:

ap
d,c = ẍ

p. (26)

The control signals sent to the multirotors formation controller
are transformed from the path frame p to the formation
centroid frame c using the rotation matrix Rc

p:

vcd,c = R
c
pv

p
d,c (27)

ac
d,c = R

c
pa

p
d,c (28)

F. Multirotor formation control

The formation control of each multirotor is based on the
following model, [18]:

mv̇n∗ = mgn + F n
∗ + τnL (29)

where m is the mass of the multirotor, gn is the gravitational
acceleration vector [0, 0, g]>, F n

∗ is the control force and τnL
is the disturbance from wind, and ∗ is a placeholder for the
left (l) and right (r) multi-rotors. All quantities are given in
the NED frame, {n}. This force control input is used on each
multirotor in a passivity based formation controller based on
[19]. This controller takes a desired formation velocity, vcd,c,
and acceleration, ac

d,c, as the input, and calculates the required
control force, F n

∗ , for each multirotor UAV while an adaptive
loop estimates and compensates for the disturbance force τnL .
The details of this controller are given in [20].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The experiments were carried out over two days in Novem-
ber of 2018 at Eggemoen UAV test centre in Norway. The
winds were calm at 1-2 m/s from north on the first day and
1-2 m/s from north, northeast and east on the second day.
Test runs were carried out before doing the actual catches to
train the operational procedures and verify that a catch was
possible.

The experimental validation of the concept was carried out
using relatively small and low cost airframes. The values of
the different parameters used for the experiments are shown
in Table II.

A. System architecture

The system architecture for the multirotors and fixed-wing
UAV form is very similar to that in [17] as the same hardware
platforms have been used for these experiments.

Both multirotors are equipped with an autopilot, a com-
panion computer (CC), a 5.8 GHz network radio link and a
GNSS receiver on board. Due to space and weight constraints
in the fixed-wing UAV platform it only has an autopilot, GNSS
receiver and a radio link. The raw GNSS pseudo-range and
carrier-phase measurements from the fixed-wing UAV’s GNSS
receiver are sent over a 2.4 GHz radio link to a companion
computer on the ground. The fixed-wing UAV is controlled by
ArduPlane running on the Pixhawk autopilot in the airframe.
The autopilot in the fixed-wing UAV is responsible for both
low level control and high level guidance. The details of the
components of the fixed-wing system are given in Table III.

The multirotors have a Pixhawk autopilot running a custom
version of APM:Copter. The APM:Copter software is cus-
tomized such that the control input to the autopilot is a desired
force or acceleration. Details of this customization are given in
[17]. The formation controller, the position controller and the
supervisory controller are all running on the CC and are imple-
mented in DUNE which is a modular software framework that
is part of the LSTS toolchain, [21]. The CC receives raw GNSS
pseudo-range and carrier-phase measurements from the GNSS
receiver and from a base station. This data is used by the open
source library RTKLIB to calculate a RTK-GNSS position
with centimeter level position accuracy [22]. The specifications
of the components of the multorotor UAVs are shown in Table
IV, and are further described in [23].

The operator interface is a laptop computer running Neptus
which is the ground control segment from the LSTS toolchain.
An overview of the system architecture is given in Figure 6.

B. Catch hardware

A quick-release mechanism is attached to the bottom of the
multirotors for holding and releasing the multirotor line. The
quick-release mechanism also consists of a tension sensor to
measure the forces from the line. The multirotor line is a 19
m long 5 mm nylon flag rope capable of lifting 50 kg. This
line is vastly over dimensioned but the thickness proved an
advantage as it was easy to see in the air.

The catch line is a 5 m long 0.5 mm kevlar string. At the end
of the line a 12.5 g lead weight is mounted. Approximately
10 cm above the end of the line, a hook is mounted. The
hook is a treble fishing hook where the points have been filed
blunt. The catch line, weight and hook are kept in a 3D printed
pod under the fixed-wing UAV, which was developed in [24].
The pod, shown in Figure 7, is mounted on the fixed-wing
airframe using fibre reinforced tape and can be opened by a
remote controller.

C. Emergency and Abort behaviour

In order to ensure the safety of the operation, an abort
maneuver can be triggered in case of abnormal behaviour or
an emergency situation. The following conditions will trigger
an abort:
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TABLE II: Parameter values

Symbol Value Description
lrwy 57.7 m Virtual runway length
wrwy 40 m Virtual runway width
hrwy 20 m Virtual runway height
lml 19 m Multirotor line length
lcl 5 m Catch line length
vref 5 m/s Multirotor along-track velocity
aref 5 m/s2 Multirotor along-track acceleration
rc 0.75 lrwy Desired along-track catch point
vside 3 m/s Maximum sideways velocity for the fixed-wing
rcatch 2.5 m Distance between fixed-wing and multirotor formation to detect catch
vstop 0.5 m/s Multirotor stop detection max velocity
zoff 3 m Formation middle to {c} (centroid) offset.
ζ 1.15, 1.1 Filter damping in normal conditions and in APPROACH/START state
ω0 0.5, 0.9 Filter natural freq. in normal conditions and in APPROACH/START state
Kp 0.5 diag(1, 1, 1) Position control proportional gains
Ki diag(0, 0, 0) Position control integral gains

Fig. 6: Overview of the system architecture
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TABLE III: Fixed-wing UAV system components

Airframe Bix3 foam model airplane
Weight 1.4 kg
Low level autopilot Pixhawk autopilot
Autopilot software ArduPlane
Companion computer BeagleBone Black Industrial
CC operating system Glued
High level control SW DUNE
Autopilot/CC interface UART
Autopilot radio link 3DR 433 MHz radio
CC radio link Microhard PDDL 2.4 GHz link
Navigation system RTKlib running on CC at 5 Hz
GNSS receiver Ublox M8T
GNSS antenna Harxon helical antenna

TABLE IV: Multirotor system components

Airframe Hexacopter
Weight 2.5 kg
Low level autopilot Pixhawk autopilot
Autopilot software APM:Copter
Companion computer BeagleBone Black Industrial
CC operating system Glued
High level control SW DUNE
Autopilot/CC interface UART
Autopilot radio link 3DR 433 MHz radio
CC radio link Ubiquity Rocket M5, 5.8 GHz, AirMAX
Navigation system RTKlib running on CC at 10 Hz
GNSS receiver Ublox M8T
GNSS antenna Harxon helical antenna

Fig. 7: The pod used to hold the hook and catch line. The
pod is mounted on the fixed-wing airframe with glass fibre
reinforced tape. On the line hanging from the pod is a cylinder
used to wind the catch line up on. The hook and weight (shown
to the right in the hand) is put inside the cylinder when the
line is wound up.

• Manual abort: Triggered manually by the safety pilot
• Low battery: Triggered by battery voltage and remaining

capacity
• Weight of suspended load: Triggered by the multirotors

measuring a line tension of 1.5 kg for more than 0.5 s
• Communication: Triggered if any of the vehicles stops

sending messages for more than 0.5 s
• RTK dropout: Triggered by loss of RTK position for 10

s or loss of RTK base data for 30 s.
These conditions are currently all set up to trigger the same
abort behaviour which is that the multirotors will drop the line
and go into loiter mode to hold their position. The multirotors
will then have to be landed manually by the safety pilots. It is
of course possible to implement a more advanced abort logic
where the abort behaviour is different depending on the abort
condition and maneuver stage. This has not been done in this
work as the simple abort logic was considered sufficient for
the testing.

D. Operational aspects

During the experimental trials two pilots were involved
in the operations. This was made possible by having three
different modes of controlling the multirotors:
• Manual where each multirotor is controlled by a pilot
• Formation where the multirotor formation is controlled

by a single pilot
• Autonomous where the multirotor formation is flying

autonomously controlled by the line-catch controllers
During normal operation, the two multirotors are operated by
a single pilot, while a safety pilot is ready to take manual
control in case of an emergency. The fixed-wing UAV flies
automatically except for in the takeoff where it is under manual
control. The operation is as follows:
• Piloted fixed-wing UAV takeoff
• Piloted formation takeoff of the multirotors
• Start of line-catch maneuver. The multirotors and fixed-

wing UAV are now flying autonomously
• Release of the catch line from the pod on the fixed-wing

UAV before catch
• Autonomous catch of the fixed-wing UAV.
• Piloted formation control of the multirotors when the

line-catch maneuver has ended. The fixed-wing UAV is
lowered to the ground.

• Optional piloted formation landing of the multirotors by a
single pilot or manual landing of the multirotors by both
pilots

Pictures of the different stages of the recovery are shown
in Figures 8 and 9. Figure 8(a) shows the moment just
before the catch and Figure 8(b) shows the moment that the
catch line hooks onto the multirotor line. All vehicles are
flying autonomously during this stage. Figure 9(a) shows the
moment after the catch when the multirotors are at a standstill.
At this moment the multirotor formation goes from flying
autonomously to being piloted. Figure 9(b) shows the moment
when the fixed wing UAV is lowered to the ground by a pilot
controlling the multirotor formation.
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(a) Before catch (b) At catch

Fig. 8: Pictures from the experiments. The first figure shows
a moment just before the catch. The second picture shows the
moment of the catch. Notice that the hook from the catch line
is attached to the multirotor line but the fixed-wing UAV is
still flying. Brightness, contrast and sharpness of the pictures
is edited to enhance visibility of the line

(a) After catch (b) Fixed-wing on ground

Fig. 9: Pictures from the experiments. The figures show the
multirotors carrying the fixed-wing UAV after catch and at
the moment the fixed-wing UAV is lowered to the ground.
Brightness, contrast and sharpness of the pictures is edited to
enhance visibility of the line

V. RESULTS

The results that will be presented here are from 17 test
runs and 3 catches. The test runs were performed without
lines. The purpose of the test runs were to test different height
offsets between the multirotors and the fixed-wing UAV while
verifying that the controllers were tuned well enough to enable
a catch.

The path error for the fixed-wing UAV is shown in Figure
10 in y and z coordinates of the cross track plane. The figure
shows the path error for the three catches. The plot shows
that there is a large cross track error at 12 seconds before the
catch and that it gradually decreases up until the moment of
the catch. The reason for this is a very relaxed tuning of the
path controller on the fixed-wing causing it to overshoot the
path after a turn.

The performance of the multirotor formation controller in
the cross track plane is shown for the catches in Figure 11.
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Fig. 10: Fixed-wing UAV path error in y and z direction in the
cross track plane. The unit is meters, and zero on the time axis
is when the fixed-wing UAV passes the multirotor formation.
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Fig. 11: Multirotor formation controller performance in the
cross track plane for the catches. The unit is meters, and
zero on the time axis is when the fixed-wing UAV passes
the multirotor formation.

Zero on the time scale is at the moment when the fixed-wing
UAV passes the multirotors. The initial high error in y is due
to the fixed-wing UAV being off the desired path. During the
APPROACH phase, the error is decreasing rapidly as the mul-
tirotor formation controller is activated. From approximately
3 seconds before the catch the mean of the error for the three
catches is close to zero. The error in the z-direction is close
to zero for all three catches. The oscillations in the error is
due to oscillations in the height of the fixed-wing.

The performance of the line-catch controller over all the
test runs is shown in Figure 12 where the distance between
the fixed-wing UAV and the multirotor centroid is shown at
the moment the fixed-wing UAV passes the multirotors. The
maximum distance between the fixed-wing and the multirotor
formation was 1.22 m and the mean distance was 0.82 m.
The mean of all the points is at (−0.07,−0.25) in the cross
track plane. This performance shows that the controllers are
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Fig. 12: Distance between fixed-wing UAV and formation
centroid when the fixed-wing UAV passes the multirotors for
the 17 test runs. The mean point is marked in the figure along
with the mean distance from the origin and the maximum
distance from the origin.

not very aggressively tuned. The system has been tuned for
smooth operations rather than high performance tracking. The
reason for this is that the margins for missing the line-catch
are rather large and high performance tracking is therefore not
needed.

A. Line simulation

In order to gain some more insights from the catches, the
lines from the fixed-wing and multirotors have been simulated
using the data from the tests. This was done in order to find
the margins of missing the catch. The two lines that have
been modelled are the catch line suspended from the fixed-
wing UAV and the multirotor line suspended between the
multirotors. The lines are simulated to get the steady state
solution with the assumption of a constant air speed.

1) Multirotor line: The multirotor line has been modelled
as a catenary in a standard y-z coordinate system where y is
the horizontal axis and z is the vertical axis, [25]:

fml(y) = a cosh
(y
a

)
(30)

where a is a scaling parameter for the curve. When taking into
account the height difference of the multirotors, h = z2 − z1,
the parameters of the catenary are found by solving:

w = y2 − y1 (31)

lml = a sinh
( w
2a

)
− a sinh

(
−w
2a

)
(32)

h = a cosh
(y2
a

)
− a cosh

(y1
a

)
(33)

where y1 and y2 are the horizontal positions of the multirotors
in the catenary frame, w is the horizontal distance between the
multirotors, lml is the length of the multirotor line, and h is the
height difference of the multirotors. The unknown parameters
are y1, y2 and a and the equations are solved numerically. The

effect of the wind drag on the catenary curve is adjusted for
by solving the steady state angle of a free hanging cylinder in
an air flow in the NED frame:

α = tan−1
(
−Fz

Fy

)
(34)

Fy = − sin(α)Cd
1

2
ρ(sin(α)vpc,1)

2dml (35)

Fz = mg − cos(α)Cd
1

2
ρ(sin(α)vpc,1)

2dml (36)

where α is the angle of the line with the horizontal y-axis,
Fy and Fz are the forces in the y and z direction respectively,
Cd is the drag coefficient of a cylinder, ρ is the density of air,
vpc,1 is the airspeed of the multirotor formation in the forward
direction, and dml is the diameter of the multirotor line. The
forces Fy and Fz are the unknown parameters. The solution of
these equations are used to adjust the catenary for wind drag.
The adjusted catenary projected in the multirotor formation
cross track yz plane is:

zcat = − sin(α)

(
fml(y)−max(fml(y)) +

h

2

)
− zoff .

(37)

2) Catch line: The catch line hanging from the fixed-wing
UAV is equipped with a weight at the bottom and a hook at
a short distance above the weight. With a low weight of the
end-mass/hook, we cannot assume that the line is straight. It is
therefore modelled using multiple straight-line segments. The
equations used for simulating the ith segment of the line are:

α = tan−1
(
−Fz,i−1

Fx,i−1

)
(38)

Fx,i = − sin(α)Cd
1

2
ρ(sin(α)vpfw,1)

2dclli + Fx,i−1 (39)

Fz,i = mig − cos(α)Cd
1

2
ρ(sin(α)vpfw,1)

2dclli + Fz,i−1

(40)

where, Cd is the drag of the catch line, dcl is the diameter of
the catch line, li is the length of the ith line segment, mi is
the mass of the ith line segment and vfw,1 is the air speed of
the fixed-wing in the along track direction. The weight at the
bottom of the line is simulated as a sphere:

Fx,0 = Cds
1

2
ρ(vpfw,1)

2πr2w (41)

Fz,0 = mwg (42)

where Cds is the drag coefficient for a sphere, rw is the radius
of the catch line and mw is the weight of the catch line. The
simulation is solved by starting at the weight at the bottom
and then solving upwards for each of the line segments. The
forces of the hook are calculated as if it was a sphere. We note
that these formulas are also useful to adjust the vertical offset
zoff when the geometry of the lines changes if a different
airspeed is required during recovery. The simulated catch line
and multi-rotor line are illustrated in the example in Figure
13.
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Fig. 13: Example of simulated multi-rotor line (upper) and
catch line (lower). The circles indicate the discretization points
of the catch line simulation.

B. Catch margins

A successful catch depends on the relative position of the
multirotor line and the catch line when they intercept at the
time the fixed-wing UAV passes the multirotor formation. With
given airspeeds of the vehicles, this leads to requirements on
the relative position of the fixed-wing UAV relative to the
multirotor formation centroid.

A successful catch requires that this relative position be-
longs to the catch set, which is illustrted in Figure 14. The
lower boundary of the catch set is equal to the position of
the multirotor line, while the upper bounary is defined by the
same multirotor line shifted upwards a distance that is equal
to the vertical length of the catch line. In addition, the upper
bounary is capped at the position of the multirotors as it is not
desirable to have the fixed-wing flying above the multirotors
due to the risk of entangling the catch line in the propellers of
the multirotors. The catch margin is well-defined and exists
if the relative position of the fixed-wing UAV is within the
boundaries of the catch set. The catch margin is then defined
as the distance from the fixed-wing UAV’s relative position
to the closest point on the boundary of the catch set. This
means that it is generally desirable with highest possible catch
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Fig. 14: Catch set and margins for missing the catch for each
of the three catches. The smallest margin and direction are
marked.

TABLE V: Width and height of catch area at origin of cross
track plane

Catch number Height Width Max margin
Catch 1 4.28 m 8.42 m 2.14 m
Catch 2 4.34 m 8.82 m 2.17 m
Catch 3 4.23 m 8.33 m 2.12 m

margins, and a non-existing catch margin implies that the catch
is missed, which is a recovery failure.

The margins for the three catches are shown in Figure 14.
Since the location of the lines are not measured during the
experiments, the lines are instead simulated at the time the
fixed-wing UAV passes the multirotor formation in order to
find the margins for missing the catch. It can be seen from
the figure that the smallest margin for the three catches is 1.01
meter and the largest is 2.07 meters. The width and height of
the catch area at the origin of the cross track plane is shown
in Table V along with the maximum possible margin. The
maximum possible margin is between 2.1-2.2 meters for the
three catches. If the margins shown in Figure 14 are compared
to this, it is clear that the margins seen in the three catches
are relatively large.

In Figure 15 the catch margins are shown in the AP-
PROACH and START phases for the three catches. The
margins shown in the figure are calculated by simulating the
lines at each point in time and the margin is shown as negative
if the fixed-wing UAV would have missed. The figure shows
that the catch margins are positive during the whole START
phase with 0.4 m being the smallest value. This shows that
even though the tuning of the controllers is relatively relaxed,
the multirotors are able to track the fixed-wing UAV’s path
well enough to keep it within the catch margins.

C. Multirotor load

The load on the multirotors from the multirotor line is
shown in Figure 16 for the three catches. The figure shows
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Fig. 15: Margins for missing the catch (in meters) in the
APPROACH and START phases.

the mean tension after the catch. The window which the mean
tension is calculated in is chosen as the 4 seconds after the
catch with the least accelerations by the multirotor formation.
The mean tension is higher at the third catch which is due to
accelerations of the multirotors. The maximum tension shown
in the figure for the catches shows that each of the multirotors
are subject to a peak tension between 3.5-5.2 kg. Dividing this
by the mass of the fixed-wing and catch lines which is 1.6 kg,
we find that a single multirotor should be able to withstand
a peak weight of 3.25 times the weight of the fixed-wing
for a short period of time. All the peaks last for less than
a second and the oscillations resulting in the tension peaks
are successfully dampened by the controllers 5 seconds after
the catch.

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The most obvious way to improve the catch margins would
be to use a longer catch line on the fixed-wing and a longer line
between the multirotors. However, as long as the multirotor
formation is at some point operated by a pilot, the formation
needs to be narrow enough for the pilot to keep both in view
while being a reasonable distance from the formation. When
the flight of the formation is automated, the length of the lines
between the multirotors and from the fixed-wing UAV can be
increased considerably. The challenges in doing this would
mostly be of practical character as the new platforms needed
to be prepared for the tests but would also include tuning
some of the parameter values such as the desired speed of the
multirotors during the recovery.

In order to improve the catch margins with the current
multirotor line, the fixed wing UAV could be equipped with
a longer catch line and the vertical offset zoff between the
formation middle and the centroid could be decreased. If the
offset zoff is decreased to 1 m the fixed-wing UAV would be
1 m below the multirotor formation middle point at the time of
catch, assuming perfect controllers. Using the line simulations
from the three catches, this would mean a maximum horizontal
margin of 5-6 m and a maximum vertical margin of 4-5 m if
a 10 m catch line was used on the fixed-wing UAV. In the
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Fig. 16: Weight measured on the multirotor line by each of
the multirotors and the total weight on the line. Peak weight
and mean weight after the catch is shown in the plot.

best case, this is twice as much as the maximum margins
shown in Table V. The cost of these better margins are a
slightly higher risk of collision between the fixed-wing UAV
and the multirotors as the vertical distance is less. However,
from Figure 11 and 14 we can see that the tracking error is less
than 1.2 m when the fixed-wing UAV passed the multirotors
in 95% of the passes when combining the test runs and the
catches. The risk of a collision of the fixed-wing UAV and the
multirotors would therefore be minimal even if the vertical
offset was 1 m.

It was suggested that using longer lines between the multiro-
tors and from the fixed-wing UAV could increase the margins
and that the margins could be improved with the existing
lines by moving decreasing the distance between the multirotor
formation and the fixed-wing. A challenge with longer lines
is increased weight and drag, and an important direction for
future research is to consider line materials and analysing
and predicting in more detail the resulting line geometry and
dynamics using simulation tools.

Since the concept of a virtual runway offers flexibility with
respect to its location and orientation, the virtual runway is
recommended to be aligned with the mean wind direction
such that the fixed-wing UAV follows a path straight into
the wind. Moreover, since the multirotors and the fixed-
wing UAV are exposed to the same mean wind velocity, the
performance during the recovery is not significantly influenced
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by the mean wind velocity and direction, assuming the virtual
runway is aligned with the mean wind direction. However,
wind gusts and turbulence will have significant influence on
control accuracy of both the fixed-wing UAV and the multi-
rotors, and they may also influence the orientation and motion
of the lines. The motion of the ship relative to the wind is
also a factor that influences the energy required to deploy the
multi-rotors to the virtual runway, as well as the energy needed
recovering the multirotors with the catched fixed-wing UAV
back to the ship. The energy budget of the multirotor UAVs
must be sufficient for this to be feasible. In summary, it is
clear that the operational limitations are set by wind gusts,
turbulence as well as the ship motion and mean wind velocity
through their influence on the range and endurance of the
multirotor UAVs. The operational limitations of the system
are not analyzed in this paper, and is suggested as important
topics for future work.

The different GNSS receivers need to have the same refer-
ence for altitude, and we note that sufficient altitude accuracy
is generally not achieved with GNSS without differential
corrections. Hence, the system relies on moving-baseline RTK
GNSS, and an improvement would be to be able to use this
recovery concept also when RTK GNSS drops out for shorter
period of time using inertial navigation and possibly aiding by
local navigation systems such as ultra wideband localization,
[26]. Moreover, if longer lines are used between the multiro-
tors and from the fixed-wing UAV, the catch margins could
be higher and the requirement for navigation precision would
be less and using a less accurate navigation system should
therefore be possible.

Future work could also be to automate landing and takeoff
of the multirotor formation such that no operator would be
needed at all in order to make the method fully autonomous.
This could be based on existing methods such as [27].

VII. CONCLUSION

This article presents a novel method for recovery of a fixed-
wing UAV using two multirotor UAVs with a line suspended
between them. The concept of the recovery was described
along with the control system used for testing the concept
experimentally. The experimental results were analysed and it
was found that for 17 test runs the maximum distance between
the fixed-wing UAV and the multirotor formation centroid was
1.22 m at the moment when the fixed-wing UAV passes the
multirotors. Three catches were performed where the margins
for miss at the moment of catch were 1.01 m, 1.71 m and 2.07
m. For all three catches, the margins for a miss were always
positive (meaning the fixed-wing UAV would be caught) from
a few seconds after the activation of the controllers until the
catch happened.
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